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Introduction
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Mortar Overview

The Mortar framework is divided into two main components as shown in Figure 1(a). The Mortar Bridge is
composed of a pair of interfaces at the hypervisor and
kernel levels that allow user applications to transfer data
to and from the hypervisor’s free memory pool. This
interface can be accessed via system calls within userspace, or with direct hypercalls in kernel-space. The request to put or retrieve data from the hypervisor is passed
to the Mortar Cache Manager, which is responsible for
managing the hypervisor’s free memory pool.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A framework for repurposing spare system memory
that otherwise would be idle or poorly utilized.
• A prototype disk prefetching system that aggressively
reads disk blocks into spare hypervisor memory to reduce the latency of future disk reads.
• An enhanced memcached server that can utilize hypervisor controlled memory to build a distributed applevel cache accessible by web applications.
• Cache allocation and replacement algorithms for prioritizing access to spare memory and balancing the
need to retain hot data in the cache against the goal to
immediately reclaim memory for other uses.

Figure 1: (a) Mortar allows an application or OS to store KeyValue data in the hypervisor’s free memory pool; (b) Mortar
makes use of all spare memory, leading to lower response times
and a higher hit rate than memcached.
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Data center servers are typically overprovisioned, leaving spare memory and CPU capacity idle to handle
unpredictable workload bursts by the virtual machines
running on them [1, 2, 3]. While this allows for fast
hotspot mitigation, it is also wasteful. Unfortunately,
making use of spare capacity without impacting active
applications is particularly difficult for memory since it
typically must be allocated in coarse chunks over long
timescales [4, 5, 6, 7]. In this work we propose repurposing the poorly utilized memory in a data center to
store a volatile data store that is managed by the hypervisor. We present two uses for our Mortar framework:
as a cache for prefetching disk blocks [8, 9, 10], and
as an application-level distributed cache that follows the
memcached protocol [11, 12]. Both prototypes use the
framework to ask the hypervisor to store useful, but recoverable data within its free memory pool. This allows
the hypervisor to control eviction policies and prioritize
access to the cache.
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(a) Mortar Architecture

(b) Memory Trace and Performance

We present two example usages:
• Mortar-based Memcached: aggregates free memory
throughout the data center for use as a distributed
cache following the standard memcached protocol.
This allows unmodified web applications to achieve
performance gains by opportunistically using spare
data center memory.
• Mortar-based Prefetching: can be used at the OS-level
to transparently cache and prefetch disk blocks for applications. Prefetching is an ideal candidate for Mortar’s volatile data store because the aggressiveness of
the algorithm can be tuned based on the amount of free
memory available.
Figure 1(b) illustrates the allotted memory (top) for
each case, the response time (middle), and the hit rate
(bottom) as web requests are processed over the course
of the experiment. Mortar has an average response time
of 0.38 seconds, a 35% improvement over memcached.
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